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...----- ABSTRACT ------, 
The data base and data management system of the Na­
. tiona! Water. Quality Evaluation Project (North Carolina 
State University) were developed specifically to analyze 
the effects of various approaches to land treatment in the• ' 
context of diverse hydrologic, geologic, meteorologic, 
and socioeconomic factors. The data base consists of two 
parts: ( 1 )  an annotated bibliography and (2) a water qual· 
ity project file, containing summaries of agricultural water 
quality projects. The project file contains subfiles for gen-
eral project data, detailed descriptions of projects' water 
quality problems and land treatment programs, and, sum­
maries of the projects' water quality results. Land treat­
ment data are indexed by project code, date, and a Land 
Area Resource Code (LARC), and water resource and 
water quality data are indexed by project code, date, and 
a Water Resource Code (WARC). Water quality results 
are then related to land treatment by associating LARCs 
with WARCs. The data base is used to evaluate water 
quality projects, but future developmental effort will be 
directed toward a BMP.decision matrix to access all avail­
able information for making- and planning nonpoint 
source pollution projects. 
The National Water Quality Evaluation Project (NWQEP) 
is charged with examining agricultural nonpoint source 
control efforts to evaluate the efficacy of best manage­
ment practices (BMPs) and implementation strategies in 
terms of water quality. The factors affecting water quality 
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and the NPS control programs vary widely from one loca­
tion to another. The primary problem in conducting the 
national evaluation is, therefore, -to assemble highly di­
verse types of information into a common data base to 
compare results and methods and develop recommenda­
tions. 
To address this problem we have developed a two-part 
data base consisting of: (1) a water quality project file to 
store primary information, and (2) an annotated bibliogra­
phy of nonpoint source-related publications to access the 
relevant scientific literature. The project file is restricted to 
those agricultural water quality projects that include both a 
land treatment cqmponent and a water quality monitoring 
component. This restriction reduces the problem of man­
aging a great deal of unrelated information and eliminates 
many demonstration projects that have implementation 
without water quality monitoring. 
In developing a data management system, the designer 
needs to consic;!er what types of data will reside in the data 
base, who will be the users of the data base, and what 
analyses will be requested. The analyses considered for 
the NWQEP data management system (NWQEP-DMS) 
included (esting hypotheses concernin!:'J: project manag� 
ment and BMP implementation, cost df BMP implementa­
tion and cost efficiency, immediate effects on quality of 
runoff or ground water, and the ultimate impact on quality 
of an impaired water resource. For this reason, the data 
base includes parameters that describe each project's 
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goals and objectives, implementation costs, cost sharing, 
and the value of the impaired water resource, as well as 
the physical setting and water quality impact. 
STRUCTURE OF THE PROJECT FILE 
IN THE NWQEP-DMS 
The project file stores NPS project information and param­
eters that identify other data bases for supporting informa­
tion, such as individual water quality observations. The 
project filEt includes detailed information on climate, geog­
raphy, land use· distribution, BMP implementation goals 
and accomplishments, a description of the water re­
sources of the project area, and summaries· of water· qual­
ity monitoring results. 
The structure of the NWQEP-DMS project summary file 
is depicted in Figure 1 .  It consists of a land information file 
and a water information file. The land information file has 
· three data sets: a General Descriptive Data {GOD) set 
containing information pertinent to the whole project area, 
a Land Treatment Data {LTD) set containing land use infor­
mation, and a BMP data s�t containing informaJiori bn 
BMP implementation goals, accomplishments, and costs. 
The water information fil& consists of two 'data sets: a 
Static Water Quality {WQS) file and a Dynamic Water 
Quality {WQD) file. The static file describes' the ·receiving 
water resources -of th& NPS project, and. the dynamic file 
contains water:quality parameters that change with time, 
such ·as pollutant concentration and loading valu.es. 
The GOD data set is indexed by Project Code {for exam­
ple, R21 for RCWP 21 , the Rural Clean Water Program 
project in Virginia). It contains such nonvarylng informa­
tion as the project's location {latitude and longitude), the 
average monthly' rainfall, snowfall, and temperature; and 
lists land areas that contribute to each water. resource 
within the projet:t. Each land area is identified by a Land 
Area Resource Code {LARC}, and each' water resource is 
identified by a Water Resource Code {WARC). Every proj� 
ect in the NWQEP-DMS has one GOD file. Figure 1 
shows the' relationship of LARCs and WARCs in an actual 
nonpoint source project. 
Every NPS project has at least one land area as a 
unique LARC. The boundaries of the LARC correspond 
with a natural watershed divide so that all of its surface 
runoff contributes to a single water resource. A single wa­
ter resource {WARC} may have several LARCs, ·but a 
LARC can contribute to only one WARC. For analysis of 
cause-effect relationships in a project, the data from sev­
eral LARCs may, therefore, be pooled if water quality data 
are available at few monitoring stations. 
If land use and land treatment information are available 
for each water resource within a nonpoint source·project 
area, the project area may be divided into subareas with 
different l.ARCs. 'Because the workroad to provide ,land 
use and BMP implementation data on a subwatershed 
basis increases rapidly .with the number of LARCs, most 
projects in the NWQEP ... DMS at this time have fewer than 
four LARCs. L ARCs range in sizs from about 400 ha 
{1 ,000 acres) to as much as 1 2,000 ha {30,000 acres}. 
Land use information for a LARC is placed' in the LTD 
file, which is indexed by project code, LARC, and date. 
The file contains a description of the land use distribution 
within the specified project subarea. Each land use type is 
I LTD 10 82 
LAND USE DATA 
GDD 
Projcod = R21 
Latitude 
Longltude 
Rain, Snow 
Temperature 
etc. 
LLTD 10 82 
!LTD 10/83. ILTD· 10/83 
BAS IN \�ARC LARC 
!XANSEHOND RIVER HNA!I NANS 
CIIUCKATUCK CREEK HCIIK CIIKT 
LTD 10/84 
Projcod = R21 
LARC = NANS 
Land Use 
!BMP 10/82 
BMP 10 8 
BHP 10/84 
Projcod = R21 
LARC = NANS 
BMP Goals 
BHPs Installed 
WQS 
IWQD 10/82 
Projcod = R21 
WARC =WNAN 
STORET Codes 
Description 
Impairment 
List of LARCS 
etc. 
IWQD 11/82 
W D 12/82 
W D 1 83 
WQD l'/84 1--Projcod = R21 -
\�ARC= WNAN -
Pollutant .__ 
Data 
Figure 1.-Structure of the project summary file In the NWQEP-I;)MS.• 
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LTD 10/84 
Projcod = R21 
LARC = CHKT 
Land Use' 
IBMP 10/82 
BMP 10 8 
BMP 10/84 
Projcod = R21 
\:.ARC I= c H KT 
BMP Goals 
BHPs Installed 
WATER QUALifY DATA 
WQS 
Projcod :.• R21 
WARC = WCHK 
STORET'Codes 
Description 
_lliQD 10 82 .Impairment 
IWQD 11/82 List' of LARCS 
IWQD 12 82 etc. 
W D 1 83 
WQD ,l/84 - r-
Projcod = R21 r-IMRC =WCHK � �ollutant' '--
Data 
'! 
ide,ntifJed by f!imily, genus, and spepies .. Jbe.family l�el 
refer!'! tq such c!assificatiop� $1.S agricultur�l, urbiif!, or .for· 
est: the genus .level tg ��ch qlassifications as animal oper�. 
atiqn. residentia!: gr. harvested, ·forest; and. the species 
lev�l refer�. ,tp suph. cJjiSsifications as.specific crC?P· ,con­
St1'4ction,. or -unconfi(l�p livestock. area. ']"he area c;>t the, 
LARC,. the perce'"!.t �rea for each-.specific lan.d. us�.typ�, crop,.y1eld 1nformat1on, estimates of fertilizer usage by 
crops, and estimates of animal waste production •. are )n: 
eluded. A quality parameter rates each estimate''on:a 
scale of Oto 3,{unsubstantiated to preqise,and accur,at�}. 
Information. on BMP. hpplementatign is contained· in a 
BMP file, ind�x�d by project_code, LAflC, .ard' date. The' 
file contains parame�rS to·sp_ecify BMJ;» re'portiog unitS; 
implementt..tion gOals, and .implementation. a&_omplish: 
ments, The.�MP file also contains the amount olproject 
money spent on imple'n1entation BJld estimates nonproject 
money spent on E\MP implementatloQ. New �bservations. 
are added to both the LTD and the BMP files �nnually. 
Of the.'tWo wat�r-J;elfited informati(?n files, th�.WQS rNa-. 
ter Quality Static} tile contains the descripti,ot;�s qf ,wat�r 
resources such as lakes, impoundments, rivars, and �qui­
fers, indexed by project code and WARC. The· description 
of a water resource includes its physical and hydrological 
characteristics, relevant water quality s}andards, and pa­
rameters identifying the intended uses, the· use impair­
ments, anQ the type and strength, of documentation,availa::­
ble. The types of documentation include social 
perceptions and economic data as well as chemical, phys­
ical, a_nd biological data. This file also contains param-
SOURCE 
ROI� CROPS 
REGION T 
1'� 6';. � 
Figure 2.-Related data planes In the BMP decision matrix. 
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eters to..retrieve water quality recQresJrpm thEt �rA S;TOfa 
ag� and RET(ieval sy_stem (�TQAE!).': � ,., • .,���:..-
The was data set also includes a list Qf pollutants,:!lnd 
tl'le .. de�ignat� pollu_tarit r�uction g?��s .specifie� by ..JH� nqnpo1nt source proJect.�Ttiese data. may be retnevedoy 
prpject cod� and, W�RC'.:r�llual entries tp t�is fi!e ar� qe,t 
anticipated. � • 
The WOO file contains pollutant concentrations afi'd 
loads incjexQq by'pr,oject code, WAAC,.anddate.tl!'l·� ..• ��-­
tion to polfutant mdries, such as nitnite-N, 'tYik" StOijE . analysis code is incluc;led. Observations in the dat&de�a 9 
e�r�d � mont�l)}rneans�uf\le�s s.p�c;:ifjeg oth��.�j��r .r.� 
rp.rneteq5.ar� �so J.f)Sery� �g( �ta��tirc! devj�tig�0�;t�p.�i1 
a[ls, �nd· n.urub�r. of, samplf1§"> � P.fgl{ed�re -�ii(.!>!·CI�yEt!,1 
QP.,edJQ. extract· montJ11Y,·�YI111TiaFY 1v�lue�Jrom. p��. 
da,ta i.tt STQ�ET or other�Q�rces 9f wp.ter,quality oas4NJV{l· 
tions to move these values into the NWQEP-DM"S . 
.. ;· r 
l�· 
"" • 
·'· ?) • "" ('•1'1 
DATA· �Nt\LVSIS ANI;)Q�1� �9H�C���v� 
�rocedu.res written in the.Janguage Qf tJ1�.§t�!i�ti<:WA.t1� 
ysis ,System (SAS, 19&2) perform. dAta Jlli!Wl,Q�(Qe(!}: �no 
analysis. Jhis systern allovts .a high degr,!3�;9f�progral!'­
ming.flexibility and dire.c\�se Qf the.�ata in:s�ti�,eaJ &QaJ-
yses. ··�· • ,'I; .,•t ,�,;J�q. :::.�� 
-1. M�t'Of the data in the l')lWQI;P-::G.MS.projec�tii�·Y!er� 
extr.acted.fr.om the reports Qf a.sr.iQ.41tural nonpol1JjtS.,q�!!1� 
projects spoosor�d by &t�te an<t.f'ecf�tr�l: �gepcy .pro­
grams. Th.ese programs include: RCWP, the ModeT Imple­
mentation Program, Agricultural Conservation Program-
' ' 
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SPecial Water. Quality ProjectS, the Great Lakes 1 OB 
�r�ram, st�tewide 208 Programs, P.L. 56? Programs, the 
Chesapeake Bay PrO_gram, arid others. These data will be 
supplemented byinJormation f�om the literature, from us­
D'l\'s Conservation Reporting ,and Evaluatioh System 
(CRES), and from any bther soutces we are able to iden-
�fy. 
D.EVE�OPMENT OF A �MP .DECISION 
MAtRIX 
liie �WQ�P-DMS has beef�' developed primarily for proj­
�Ct evaluation. t:>ur future goal, fi'owevef, is to useihe'Ciata 
td address·b�ic questi6ns about !3MP's•ana BMP imple­
mentation strategiell. Furthef:efforts in this re.sp!;!ct ,will be 
focu's9d hn development of a'BMP debision· matrix (BMP ... 
OM). • ' 
The BMP-DM is illustrated in Figure 2. Conceptually, it 
will bS !'tQ'll:'l!lc.tiJtlenlftp.'lil.lStr!-!,Ct\-!_re t�at rpay be, thought of 
EtS a series of related data planes. Eacli cell in a data 
plan'e \vii( contaiii a sumn'lafy of water quality responses 
forfttie\Cor,ribinatiori o( inaex1ng variables that I<?Cates.the 
ce1Pin"tne:data· matrix.· The· inaividuar c�lls in the data 
matril(' will tSe' filled.:by observations" from the NWQEP­
DMS project file 11nd infqrmation from the project libr�ry 
(accessed "tl\rough tfie annotated bibliograpy). If one is 
interested in·nitrogeri'reduction by a particCIIar BMP on.a 
specific crop il1 a 'specific region, the' distribution of values 
• ., f • f 
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will be retrievable from the BMP-DM as shown'iri Figure 
2. Recommendations on application of BMP's to specific 
problems will be obtainable by combining the probable 
reduction of tile' pollutant by 'implementation' with ttie prob­
able'implementation density. -Related iifformation em costs 
and expected'Jifetime could also be-examined tc;)ipentify 
the optimal choice of BMP's tor the specific situation. 
CONCLUSION 
Achieving, the ful! potential ot �he NWQEP-;-D�$ and the 
BMP-DM will require considerably more data and a con­
certed program.rning effort. ivlosf ·pf \h� cf�t� presently in 
the project file are from RCWP prOject reports. The annoo 
tated: bibliography c�mf�in� ·about ! ,_800. references, . rS: 
trievable by •author or topic; Nevertfieless, a· data system 
like this 'is essential to transfer the knowledge obtained 
from tile :diverse nonpoint source pro]ecis conducted 
througtiout:the coujltry to future noripoint'so\Jrce control 
effort�. The �fficiency o! thfs information Jra�sfe�.may, to a 
large extent, determine how successful we are 1n control­
ling agrjculfu'rar' hdnpoint sc)_urce pOllution. 
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r------- �BSTRACT ----...., 
One. challenge faced by managers of non point .source 
control programs is tracking l?rogr�ss made in solving 
problems. Program, managers and staff often do not have 
ready access to the latest information on, for example, 
best management practices, water quality effects and 
benefits, and other State programs. Such information is 
needed for problem assessment, designing solutions: 
and evaluating progress.'This paper presents the design 
of a prototype nonpoint source data center. The center is 
l:feing established based on needs identified through in­
terviews and questiorm�res and is based on data from 
Chesapeake Bay States. The ce�r's information will be 
available to all States and local governments and to· the 
public, and the database will.be gradually expanded to 
cover all States. Existing data and information centers 
such as the Conservation Tillage Information Center 
were evaluated during the study to allow the new non­
point eource·data center to build upon their experiences. 
I NTRODUCTI ON 
Jhere can be little c;�.rgument that, in many areas, 9ontrol­
ling nonpoint sources is the key to further water quality 
improvements. However, we need to be able to build on 
the experience and results of existing programs. Where 
efforts have been made to control nonpoint source pollu­
tion, it has become clear that progress is difficult to docu­
ment. Furthermore, few mechanisms exist for sharing in­
formation and results among the many workers in this 
field. 
The emphasis on cleanup of nonpoint source pollution 
in the Chesapeake Bay dramatizes the need for effectively 
documenting best management praCtices (BMP's) and 
other activities. Although an effort to coordinate the wide 
variety of information about t�e ,Bay is underway, the effort 
does not extend to the systematic tracking of BMP's, and 
it is only concerned with the Bay. A central point for coordi­
nating information about all types of nonpoint source prob­
lems (not just agriculture) nationwide would serve not only 
the Chesapeake Bay effort, but the other nonpoint source 
programs underway in most areas of the country. 
We need solid data sources upon which to base non­
point source assessments. Our focus is on how decision­
makers can use 'the data in establishing programs and 
assessing progress. The experiences of the Lake Erie 
Wastewater Management Study, for example, can be usee 
to guide similar studies elsewhere (U.S. Army Corps Eng. 
1982). 
This paper presents the design of a prototype nonpoint 
source data center and some of the information on which 
this design is based. In particular, the paper: 
• Addresses the types of information program man-
agers say they need, . 
• Reviews the extent to which some existing informa­
tion systems and centers may meet needs for nonpoint 
source data, and 
• Outlines a proposal for a new nonpoint source data 
and information center to provide tracking and information 
services. 
The proposal suggests possible funding sources and 
staffing nEUKfs, but these are secondary to. tbe main is­
sues: whp is to be served by the center, and.how their 
needs are to be met. · 
METHODS 
The' National Association of Conservation Districts 
JNACD) studied tl')e l)�eds for a nonpoint sou.rce d?ta c�n­
ter with the assistance of an advisory committee drawn 
from sav�ral fed�rat agencies, States, and gtoups work­
ing in nonpoint source control. These advisors included 
individu'als with ex'pertise in various types of nonpoint pol­
iution,:since the goal of'such a center, if proposed, would 
be (o include all nonpoint source�. not just agriculture. 
Following an, initial meeting to. discuss study goals aQd 
methods, we began ,inyestigating dat.a l?QUr�e.s, f:.�>nduct­ing interviews, and considering possible ways of structur-
ing a data center. · ... 1 ' • 
The stud}' team interviewed State water and spil conser­
vation program managers to· gather lnformation on pro­
gram needs and to test questions to be asked of key State 
conservation district officials and others throu_9h a written 
questionnaire. • 
An9ther area of inquiry was the availability and useful­
n'ess of some of the existing and planned data and infor­
mation centE!rs. Jhe study team visited the Conservation 
Tillage Information Center and the U.S. El)v)ronmental 
Protection Agency's Chesapeake Bay Progranj. We tele­
phoned others, such as the Susquehanna Basin Commis­
sion, to ask questions about'the audiences reached and 
availability of data bases and to request copies of annual 
reports and lists of publications. We are currently investi­
gating other information sources. 
RESULTS: DATA NEEDS AND USERS 
Do Existing Systems Meet Ne�s? 
Participants in the interviews identified several needs for 
tracking capability and information handling that could be 
effectively served by a new data center. We al�o found 
aspects of State programs in the Chesapeake Bay area 
that could be adapted and used by other States, such as 
Virginia's system of tracking and calculating reductions in 
sediment and r'\utrients reaching water courses because 
of BMP installation. However, when needs are considered 
for the whole country, existing and planned information 
and data centers leave some gaps in tracking progress 
and coordination of information sources related to non­
point source control. 
What Needs Might Be Met by a Data Center? 
Respondents described many ways a data center could 
assist their programs. The needs they identified spanned 
a wide range of topics. Some of them are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 
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Tracking BMP Implementation and Maintenance. 
State program managers want to track BMP implementa­
tion and maintenance, be they publicly or privately 
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funded. Such a system could include information on soil 
characteristics and biomes or biological communities that 
would aid in evaluating BMP effectiveness. Data must be 
keyed to hydrologic units as well as to specific project 
locations. Also, information must be coordinated and re­
ported among States (for example, a common system for 
all the States in the Chesapeake Bay Basin), and data 
must satisfy requests from legislators and regulators. 
Linking Soil Conservation and Water Quality Im­
provements. This item is closely related to BMP tracking. 
Virginia soil and water conservation officials used a model 
that can predict reduction of phosphorus transported to 
receiving waters, given sufficient knowledge of soil type 
and BMP effects. The Idaho batholith BMP effectiveness 
study by the U.S. Forest Service also demonstrates this 
type of linkage. Ability to link soil conservation and water 
quality improvements will help fill another need: that of 
demonstrating progress to farmers and legislators. A com­
mon database will make available progress reports in any 
area of interest, no matter how large or small. 
Monitoring Atmospheric Deposition of Pollutants. 
Although it has not received much public recognition, at­
mospheric deposition is a major cause of water pollution 
and acidity in many areas. Sources include airborne soil, 
drift of aerially applied pesticides, and washout or fallout 
of pollutants from industrial emissions. Calculated loads of 
phosphorus from the atmosphere in the Great Lakes 
range from 500 to 1,600 metric tons/yr, depending on the 
size of the lake (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1 983). 
Accessing Various State Guidelines. Some States 
have developed guidelines for making judgments about 
BMP's and water quality effects of ·nonpoint sources. 
These guidelines can be adapted by other States to serve 
local needs. Information on measures of water quality may 
also be shared, for example, surrogate indicators that may 
be less expensive than some standard tests. Common 
definitions of BMP's and watershed size could be main­
tained by a data center to provide a uniform basis for 
communication. Data on the cost effectiveness of various 
BMP's also fall under this heading. 
Sharing Research Reports. All respondents sug­
gested that an important service of a nonpoint source data 
center would be to collect information on current and past 
nonpoint source research. Many institutions are conduct­
ing research projects, but until the results are published 
many others are not even aware that such projects are 
underway, and duplicative research might result. Early 
results and a central listing of projects and researchers 
could be extremely useful to State and local agencies. 
Communicating State and Local Program Informa­
tion. Many State nonpoint source programs are evolving 
to allow for new cost-sharing. State staff want to review 
the experiences of other States and choose the best for 
their own programs. Items needed include laws and regu­
lations for various watershed, land use, and management 
situations (both actual and model), BMP success and fail­
ure stories, and evaluation of various types of incentives. 
Providing Technical Assistance. Technical assistance 
is always identified as an important need by State and 
local program managers. For example, States and conser­
vation districts want access to experts in various fields, 
which could be provided through an information center. 
Who Will Use Nonpoint Source Data Center? 
The primary users of a nonpoint source data center are 
expected to be State soil and water agency and local con­
servation district staff and managers. They have the most 
pressing needs for nonpoint source data and information, 
especially to prepare program reports for EPA and State 
legislatures. Conservation districts in particular serve as 
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local nonpoint source control and management agencies 
with cooperation and support from groups such as the Soil 
Conservation Service and Extension Service. Depending 
on the ultimate functions supported, a coordinated data 
center might provide far-reaching reports and augment 
State staff in collecting and analyzing data. If a data center 
collected nonpoint sou�ce information from a wide area, it 
would aid each State in evaluating its program and as­
sessing progress In nonpoint source control. 
Federal agency officials would be able to use the center 
in developing national reports of progress in improving 
water quality through nonpoint source control and for de­
veloping and evaluating policies and national programs. 
The U.S. Geological Survey, EPA, and the U.S. Depart­
ment of Agriculture are among potential users. The avail­
ability of data collected according to standard reporting 
items and subjected to quality assurance procedures will 
improve the confidence of program managers-both Fed­
eral and State-in their ability to assess progress. 
The public, includil)g farmers, nomeowners, and oth­
ers, is the third group that will certainly use a nonpoint 
source data center, both directly and indirectly. The center 
can answer inquiries directly, but it will also respond to 
State and local agencies that receive information requests 
from their constituencies. An important function of any 
nonpoint source center will be to serve as a network focus 
for these users and to develop effective mechanisms to 
inform potential users of the services and information 
available from the center. 
Do Existing Systems Meet Some Needs? 
Some existing systems do meet many needs for nonpoint 
source information. Four of them are described in the sec­
tions that follow. In general, though, existing systems treat 
nonpoint source data incompletely or lack the focus 
needed by declsionmakers. Many of them limit them­
selves to a restricted geographic area, and most are not 
specific in their analysis of nonpoint source issues. In 
most cases, scientific research related to nonpoint 
sources is more heavily weighted than practical field solu­
tions; yet the latter are what most correspondents are af­
ter. 
USDA Tracks Its Cost-Sharing. The Conservation Re­
porting and Evaluation System (CRES) is used by the Soil 
Conservation Service and the Agricultural Stabilization 
and Conservation Service. It includes information from: 
• 335 counties statistically selected to report CRES 
data; " 
• P. L. 566 Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention 
projects; 
• Resource conservation and development projects 
(RC&D) providing financial assistance for land treatment 
cost-sharing; and 
• Rural Clean Water Program (RCWP) projects carry­
ing out comprehensive monitoring and evaluation activi­
ties. 
CRES is designed to produce a statistically reliable na­
tional progress report and will provide summary reports of 
individual P. L. 566 and RC&D projects. However, because 
of the statistical nature of data, analysis of smaller areas 
such as specific farms or counties is not valid. Also, data 
are reported by county, not by hydrologic unit; thus lantf 
area affected by BMP's cannot be readily tied to effects on 
water quality. Current reporting ifl CRES does not account 
for BMP's installed without Federal cost-sharing, although 
it does track technical assistance by the Soil Conservation 
Service. 
T he Chesapeake Bay Program Handles Many Inquir­
Ies. EPA's Chesapeake Bay Program and related organi­
zations such as the Citizen's Program for the Chesapeak� 
'Bay, Inc., provide central points of contact for information 
specifically related to the Bay. Activities of the Citizen's 
Program include publication of a newsletter. The EPA Bay 
Program maintains a database·of the Chesapeake Bay 
research data, accessibl� through an information system 
called CHESSEE. This database is· no( designed to prcr 
vide analysis of small detailed areas, such as effects of 
BMP implementation on a particular watershe·d. 
EPA's Bay Program staff are develoRipg a Bay-related 
network to imprpve coordinatipn of information among all 
groups working on problems in the Bay drainage area, 
with the goal of making better use of existing information 
rather than gener�ting new information. However, this prcr 
gram does not track BMP implementation and other tech­
nical data. It is also riot set up to provide program progress 
and evaluation functions. • 
�l,lsquehanna Basin COmmission s•rves Penn.sylva­
nla and New York. The concem of the Susquehanna Ba­
sin Commission is reflected in its name. The Commission, 
recognizing the contribution of the Susquehanna River 
and its tributaries to pollution in the Chesapeake Bay, has 
conducted monitoring programs to determine sources and 
magnitude of nonpoint source problems. However, non­
point source pollution is only one of several mandates of 
this commission; and, because it is concerned with a par­
ticular geographic locatipn, its utility is limited for program 
managers who consider the "big picture." 
A National Water Resources Research Center and 
Information Clearinghouse Has Been Proposed. A 
study for the Council on Environmental Quality by the 
Chesapeake Research Consortium reported several op­
tions for research and information functions related to wa­
ter resources. The information-related options include a 
referral center, an information clearinghouse that would 
obtain material for requestors, and a national coordinating 
center for regional or State water information clearing­
houses (Chesapeake Res. Consor. 1 984). Serving a very 
broad audience, the center would include information on. 
all water topics, not just nonpoint source pollution. How­
ever, the information-related proposal describes a "pas­
sive" center, which would use various existing sources 
and not collect its own data; one research center proposal 
included data collection, but no plans for funding have 
been made by Congress yet. A nonpoint source data cen­
ter would be a source on which a water resources informa­
tion clearinghous� would be likely to draw for some of its 
information needs. • 
PROPOSAL: SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
NONPOINT SOURCE DAT4 CENTER 
What Structure and Functions Should the 
New Center Have? 
Location of a Center 
A nonpoint source data center could be established in 
several ways, each with its own advantages. The center 
could be: 
• Sponsored by a private organization, 
• Established in conjunction with a State water re­
source center, or 
· • .Located at a Federal or State agency. 
A nonpoint source data center established as a compcr 
nent of a private organization would have. the advantage of 
equal access to all. It would be independent and would be 
supported by a board of directors representing a cross­
section of interests concerned with nonpoint source 
abatement. Even if supported financially by some of its 
- . 
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constituent groups, having many sources of support 
would tend to dilute the possible influence of any one 
grouR on policy or activities. 
A center established at a State water resource center 
·could easily tap existing ·data systems. The process of 
beginning operation might be eased, presuming appropri­
ate space' is available·at the State.center. However, State­
related info(mation and problems might predominate, par­
ticularly if some staff are shared between the two centers. 
Located at a Federal or State agency, a nonpoint source 
data center would have access to some necessary exper­
tise. However, by. establishing close ties to that agency it 
might lose objectivity in data collection and analysis. 
Funding and Staffing 
A nonpoint source data center could be supported in a 
variety of ways and probably should rely on a combination 
o( sources. The potential availability of these sburces has 
not been evaluated, so they are merely listed here: gov­
ernment grants, corporate contributions, and membership 
fees. • 
· 
The staff should include individuals with experience in 
nonpoint source control, information management, and 
computer data analysis; they could be hired full- or part­
time, or as consultants. Staff could be assigned from Fed­
eral agencies, as has been done with the Extension Serv­
ice and the· Conservation Tillage Information Center. 
Center Functions 
The study has identified several key needs that a new 
nonpoint source data center could fill. Some of the func­
tions are currently handled in States and other centers, 
but existing mechanisms often serve only one State or 
limited geographic area. If a State or other group has an 
effective method of data collection or analysis, the non­
point source center would try to use or adapt it. Although 
we cannot go into all aspects of the institutional structure 
of a nonpolnt source data center here, the results of this 
study show that such a center should include at least the 
following functions to be responsive to existing needs: 
• Actively seek information on current research proj­
ects and reports of completed work, and maintain biblicr 
graphic access systems (including information on atmcr 
spheric deposition); 
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• Gather information on State nonpoint source prcr 
grams and develop fact sheets and analyses to facilitate 
access to the information; 
• Compile State and local laws and regulations and 
case studies of BMP successes and failures; 
• Provide technical assistance to users through litera­
ture searches, advice on BMP's, assistance with develop­
ment of pollution potential maps, and other projects; 
• Develop the capability to analyze BMP information 
and provide reports on water quality and other effects to 
State agencies, Federal agencies, individuals, and inter­
ested groups; 
• Work with EPA to create or adapt a computer-based 
�ystem to track BMP implementation in selected areas; 
and 
• Perhaps most important, develop effective mecha­
nisms to inform potential users of the information and 
services available from the center. 
CONCLUSIONS 
There is a need for a nonpoint source information center, 
probably including a data component, although the latter 
may be difficult and expensive. 
A new nonpoint source data center should probably be 
separate from existing and proposed water resource or 
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water quality centers. Some economies are associated 
with integrating the new functions into ari·existing institu­
tional setting; however, such economies .are out}Veigped 
by the need for increased visibility of and emphasis on 
nonpoint source· pollution. Historically, nonpoint soorce 
concerns • have received lower priority than· other water 
quality programs. Establishment of a-separate data center 
devoted to nonpoint.source concerns would help raise the 
level of awareness about this isslle. 
.A nonpoint source center ·must focus on information 
and data for program management and decisionmaking, 
as opposed to the strict research orientation of most exist­
ing and proposed data resources. In addition, it should 
eventually collect and analyze data and produce reports 
to meet the needs of its clients. 
• 
As O,l,ltlined �bove, its functions may be a!:' ambitious 
undertaking, but they need not be accof!1plishj3d si"1ulta­
neously. At first the c�nter might concentrate on serving a 
limited area and on only one source (e.g., agriculture or 
siliviculture). 111 developing a tina! propo�al for a center,' 
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the need for V�riOI,IS �ctivities Wilt be ass�SS�d, �nd the 
top one or ·tWO will be ·initiated, with· others to fo1 ow as 
resources allow .. Thus, a center can be developed,and 
grow in a planned, logical way. 
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...-- ....__ _ ABSTRACT ------....., 
Prior to 1960, concerns about Urban' sto'rmwater were 
related primarily to flooding and drainage problems. More 
recent studies have focused on characterizing and quan­
tifying pollutants in stormwater or �veloping• methodolo-
• gies for reducing loads. While such research contributes 
to understanding urb._n nonpoint source runoff, it does 
little to illuminate the cause/effect relationship between 
stormwater and associated watef quality of the receiving 
water. Water quality planners need information to guide 
their stormwater management decisions to help them de­
termine: ( 1 )  if there is a problem; (2) the significance of. 
the problem; and (3) whether they need to do anything 
about it. Lack of good dat�and appropriate methodolo­
gies have often been cited as the reason it is difficult to. 
relate stormwater runoff to .the water quality associated 
receiving waters. 'This paper describes the Nationwide 
Urban Runoff Program (NURP) sponsored by EPA which 
was undertaken to respond to these needs by providing 
support, data, and methodologies for urban nonpoint 
source problem.assessment and water quality planning. 
INTRODUCTION 
The reduction of pollution from industrial and municipal 
point sources has been the main regulatory focus of water 
pollution control efforts since the passage of the Clean 
Water Act in 1972. Less ,emphasis has been placed on 
nonpoint source pollution, those pollutants mobilized by 
storm events and transported by runoff across the land 
surface. Point source pollution controls alone are insuffi­
cient to meet the objectives of,th�lean Water Act. Re­
search by Gianessi and Peskin (1981 1 �hows that for some 
waterbodies. nearly all of the phospnorus and nitrogen, 
more than half of the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), 
and many toxic substances are contributed by rural and 
urban nonpoint sources. In their most recent biannual re­
ports to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on pro­
gress toward achieving water quality objectives and desig­
nated uses, the majority of the States have identified 
nonpoint sources as the principal cause of remaining wa­
ter quality problems (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1985). 
The focus of this paper is on the Nationwide Urban 
Runoff Program (NURP), a data collection effort spon­
sored by the Environmental Protection Agency from 1978 
to 1984 to improve the information available for assessing 
urban nonpoint source pollution. 
NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
General Overview 
The nature of nonpoint source pollution makes it more 
difficult to characterize, quantify, and control than pollution 
from point SQurces. Even so, the following characteristics 
The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily 
reflect any policies or decisions of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agenc� 
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are �;tssociated with both rural and urban non point soW;ges 
of pollution: ' 
1. Pollution is generated by a· wide variety, and lar.ge 
number, of activities rather than discrete, identifiable � t � ... ... •f• 'li sour,ces. · 
2. Pollution is conveyed to surface waters by rurioff, 
storrriwater culverts, qr grciundwater.percolation. ' · . 
' 
3. Pollution is intermittent because of its relationship to 
storm event� and the hydrologic cycle. 
4. Pollution is difficult to detect because of the low fre­
quency �nd short dur�tion of storm events. 
, Urban nonpoint source pollution is a widely occurring 
problem, estimated to affect 20 percent of the river miles 
located in more than half of ttie watersheds in the United 
StE4tes (l).S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1984). 
The. predictability and uniformity of effluents f(om point 
sources (particularly discharges from sewage tre�tment 
plants) allow end-of-pipe technologies to be used for meet­
ing effluent discharge limits. However, because urban run­
oft is associated with storm events and the hydrologic 
.cycle, it is generated in pulses. Therefore, no "technologi­
caL fjx" can be uniformly applied to redt,�ce nonpoint 
source inputs to receiving water, even thqugh nonpoint 
source runoff may include many of the same pollutants 
found iri point source effluents. 
Urban Runoff: Quality and Quantity 
Urban development generally results in changes in land 
use that reduce the land surface area, allowing water to 
infiltrate while increasing impervious surface areas such 
as roof tops, streets, and.sidewalks. For a given storm 
event, an urban area will1t:ontribute a larger volume of 
runoff more quickly than an undeveloped area. Such in­
creases in runoff rate aiJcj total volume often considerably 
effect erosion, flooding, and the quality of the receiving 
water. Thus, urban runoff can be viewed as a two dimen­
sional problem resulting from the quantity and quality of 
runoff produced by storms: 
Effects on Water Quality , 
Many of the pollutants commonly found in stormwater run­
off, including sediment, nutrients, metals, toxics, and bac­
teria can affect the quality of urban streams and lakes. 
Sediment and silt are carried in runoff from streets, con­
struction sites, and eroding land. The pollutants associ­
ated with the sediments from these sources and urban 
activities are generally not as benign as the natural min­
eral sediments that result from soil erosion. Sediment is 
often the major pollutant in urban runoff, and is associated 
with the followiflg problems: (1) decreased carrying capac­
ity in storm water sewer systems, resulting in greater flood 
potential; (2) increased dredging costs for maintaining 
navigation channels; (3) higher pretreatment costs for mu­
nicipal and industrial users depending on sources af­
fected by runoff; (4) aesthetic degradation; and (5) trans­
port of phosphorus, pesticides, and toxics. 
The effects of surface particulates (from tire wear, auto 
exhaust, and road deterioration) on receiving waters tend 
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to be more chemical than physical. Nutrients, particularly 
phosphorus and nitrogen, are contributed to runoff by fer­
tilizers applied to parks and lawns. Additional sources of 
nutrients (and bacteria) are pet wastes and malfunctioning 
septic systems. In some areas, atmospheric deposition is 
a significant source of phosphorus. Heavy metals, such as 
lead, copper, and zinc are not uncommon in urban runoff. 
Although heavy metals and organic chemicals do not usu­
ally produce an acute and immediately observable impact, 
such as a fishkill, these pollutants may accumulate in liv­
ing tissue or sediment and may have long term detrimen­
tal effects on individual organisms and ecological com­
munities. 
Effects From Quantity of Runoff 
The potential impacts urban runoff volumes on receiving 
water, particularly on streams, equal the water-quality ef­
fects in importance. Increased flow and velocity in  
streams from stormwater inputs can erode streambanks 
and resuspend bottom ·sediments, increasing turbidity in 
the receiving water. Disturbed sediments may also in­
crease the availability of sediment-bound phosphorus, en­
couraging algal growth and accelerating eutrophication. 
Toxic substances, which may be relatively innocuous 
when bound to undisturbed sediments, can become avail­
able when resuspended. 
The volume of runoff and corresponding pollutant load 
is related to a number of factors, including intensity and 
duration of the storm, length of time' since the last storm,  
and land use. Urban activities that disturb land cover and 
alter natural drainage patterns also affect urban runoff. 
Figure 1 from' the Results of the-Nationwide Urban Runoff 
Program; Vol. 1-Final report (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 
1983) illustrate!? the relationship between paved land area 
and runoff. As the percentage of paved surfaces in a given 
area increases, the rate of runoff and corresponding pollu­
tant load also increases. 
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Figure 1 .-Typical changes In runoff flows resulting from 
paved surfaces. 
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THE NATIONWIDE URBAN RUNOFF 
PROGRAM (N�RP) 
Early Urban Runoff Concerns 
Drainage, be it nuisance flooding of basements or cata­
strophic floods resulting in loss of life and property, .has 
historically been the primary concern in urbafl tunoff. Re­
cently, concern has expanded to include the potentially 
deleterious effects on water quality Many of tl'le early 208 
Areawide Water Quality Management Plans from the 
1970's indicated that urban runoff contributed to water 
quality degradation. However, because data were not of­
ten collected during the ·development. of 208 plans, the 
relationship between urban runoff and water quality was 
often difficult to assess. Where data were available con­
founding, physical and chemical reactions in the receiving 
water caused additional d>mplications. In those communi­
ties · where urban nonpoint problems ·had been clearly 
identified, reluctan� to commit money for control devices 
of questionable effectiveness understandably exist�d. 
The NURP Program 
In 1978 EPA responded to the need for consistent and 
verifiable data on urban runoff by initiating a .multiyear 
study called the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program 
(NURP). NURP had three major objectives: (1) develop 
consistent and yerifiable data on the quality of urban non­
point source runoff and the effects on the receiving water; 
(2) develop practical data on the relative costs and effec­
tiveness of control measures; {3) respond to Congression­
al concern over whether urban runoff was a large enough 
problem to mandate · a control approach similar to that in 
the Construction Grants program for treating stormwater. 
Data were collected at 28 separate project sites, chosen 
from among the 1976 Areawide Plans !hat t,lad identified 
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urban run6ff as a significant problertJ'(Fig:· 2).'Tne projects 
were geographically <lispersed throughout " the United 
· States irfa'n attempt to collect representative data ori cli­
mate, soils, gS'olog� and other factors which interactiyely 
affect the quality and"'the quahtity of runoff from tf:le . Na­
tion�s diverse urban areas: Each NURR project was man­
agS'd independently at the local level· with oversight and 
technical assistance in.aeveloping·standard data collec­
tion methodologies from EPA Headquarters.· Consistency 
in data collection ensured that differences in 'data amOng 
the projects were related�o the urban area, not me�nodol-
ogy. 
• 
: 
. Five categorieS of standard· pollutal'}ts were' monitored 
in.stormwater runoff and ambient teceiving water at· each 
of the 28 NURP sites (Table '1 ). · At• 20 of these iocatlons, 
samples were also---collected for prioritY pollutants, includ­
ing ·pesticides, metals, PCB's, · and organics.•. Nine· of the 
projects collected engineering and economic data on best 
management practices (BMP's)r and BMP systems for 
controlling runoff. Data were •collected on wet. ·and' dry 
det9!1tion basins, street sweeping, and tWo ·"living filter" 
approaches-grassy swales and wetlands. 
EPA NURP 
Region Code ProJect N8111e/Locatlon 
I MAt Lake Qulnslganiond 
MA2 
(Boston Area) 
Upper Mystlc1Boston 
Area) 
NH1 Durham, New 
(..  Hampshire 
II NY1 Long Island (Nassau 
and Suffolk Counties 
NY2 Lake George 
NY3 Irondequoit Bay 
, (Rochester Area) 
Ill OCt WASHCOG 
(Washinglon, D.C. 
1',1etropolitan Area) 
MOt aaltimore, Maryland 
IV Flt Tampa, Florida 
NC1 Wlnston-Salem, North 
'carolina 
SCI Myrtle Beach, South 
Carolina 
TNt KnoxviHe, Tennessee 
Figure 2.-Locatlons of the 28 NURP'pro)ects. 
DATA 'AVAILABI[ITY AND NEEDS 
RESU�T�·· · 
·Objective J: D�ta. Bas� f?�velopmenJ 
The first objective of NURP was met by developing a data 
base for characterizing urban runoff anq ev!iluating the 
impacts of runoff. on receiving watefs, .D�taV{ere ,collected 
from 2,300 separate storm events, at 22 f'IURP sites, in 81 
drainage basins within the NURP sites. Pollutant.qoocen­
trations.were represented as averages .. using' a summary 
statistic, called- an "event mean conceQtration" (EMC), 
chosen to meet NURP's objective of characteri::l;ing runoff 
by a pollutant's average value for a given storm and:site, 
not its fluctuations within that storm event. 
Urban runoff is stochastic arid is'gel)erated in pulses in 
associ,ation with unpredictable. storm events. The' data 
we,re �naiYzeq using. an innoyative statistipal eipproach. 
that explicitly considered the irylierent variabilil¥' of the r,Un­
off Clata.•This m�thod<;)lo�:h:,is sim_ilaf to that ps8d in,pre­dicting the frequency of ocpurrence 'of floods. The NlJRP 
data bas� was use_d !o· develop a screenJng model' for 
EPA NURP 
R��t�,lon Code Project Name/LOCjltlon 
v llt Champalg,..Urbana. 
Illinois 
IL2 ' Lake Ellyn (Chicago '· 
Area) 
Mit Lansing, Michigan 
Ml2' •SEMCOG (Detroit Area) 
Ml3 Ann Arbor, Michigan • 
Wit Milwaukee, Wisconsin' 
VI ARl Uttte Rock, Arkansas 
TXt Austin, Texas 
VII KS1 Kansas City 
VIII COt Denver, Colorado 
SOt Rapid Cit}\ Soutl\' 
Dakota 
UTI Salt Lake City, Utah 
IX CAt Coyote Creek (San 
CA2 
Francisco �a) 
Fresno, California 
X OAt Springfietd-Etlgene, 
OregOn' ., ;•• . 
WA1 Bellevue (Seattle Area) 
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l&ble 1.-Standard pollutants and bacteria adopted by the 
NURP study to characterize the pollutants In urban runoff. 
1 .  TSS-Total Suspended Solids 
2. BOD-Biochemical Oxygen Demand 
3. COD-Chemical Oxygen Demand 
4. TP-Total Phosphorus (as P) 
5. SP-Soluble Phosphorus (as P) 
6. TKN-Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (as N) 
7. N-N02 + N03 (Nitrite + Nitrate) (as N) 
8. Cu-Total Copper 
9. Pb-Total Lead 
1 o. Zn-Total Zinc 
1 1 .  Total Coliform 
·12. Fecal Coliform 
• I' 
predicting instream concentrations of pollutants contrib­
uted by urban runoff. Data from 30 to 40 storm events, 50 
years of streamflow, and 50 years of rainfall are needed to 
use the model as a screening tool. The reliability of the 
model was tested at the NURP site in Rapid City, South 
Dakota. The test results found the model very accurate in 
predicting in-stream pollutant concentrations that approxi­
mated the concentrations actually found in the monitored 
samples. · 
The data showed that geographic location, land use 
category, and other factors such as slope or population 
density cannot be used to predict pollutant concentrations 
in runoff. However, land use category was useful for pre­
dicting the volume of runoff generated since it was shown 
to be a function Qf the percentage of paved or imperme­
able surfaces in a given land area. 
Oxygen-demanding substances and total suspended 
solids were usually present in runoff, sometimes in con­
centrations comparable to effluents from secondary sew­
age treatment plants. Nutrients were generally present, 
and with few exceptions, the concentrations were found to 
be insignificant compared to other pollutants. 
Those sites monitoring runoff for priority pollutants 
found that heavy metals, particularly lead, copper, and 
zinc, were by far the most frequently detected priority pol­
lutants. Acute water quality criteria were exceeded for 
copper in 47 percent of the samples, and for lead in 23 
percent. Exceedences of chronic water quality standards 
for priority pollutant metals were detected in' 94 percent of 
the samples for lead, 82 percent for copper, and 77 per­
cent for zinc. These data represent runoff characteristics, 
and do not necessarily imply that an actual violation of 
ambient water quality standards occurred. 
Objective II: BMP Costs and Effectiveness 
The BMP's that were evaluated in the NURP program can 
be grouped in four categories: ( 1 )  detention devices; (2) 
recharge devices; (3) street sweeping; and (4) other, which 
included the "living filter" approach-grassy swales and 
wetlands. Local participants choose which BMP control 
options to study. Their choices reflect local perceptions of 
what may be feasible and practical to implement. 
Six NURP projects evaluated detention devices. Ade­
quately sized wet detention basins demonstrated removal 
efficiencies in excess of 90 percent for particulates, total 
suspended solids, and lead. Biological processes pro­
duced significant reductions (50 percent or more) in solu­
ble nitrates and phosphorus. Dry basins, designed to at­
tenuate peak runoff, and therefore, only briefly detain 
stormwater, are ineffective in reducing pollutant loads. Ap­
proximate costs for wet ponds sited within urban areas 
with relatively smalt populations ranged from $500 to 
$1500 for each acre of urban area served. Offsite ponds 
serving larger urban areas were slightly less expensive, 
ranging from $100 to $250 for each acre of urban area 
served. The differences in costs relate to the economies of 
scale for larger ponds. 
The possible contamination of ground water by control 
measures that enhance runoff infiltration has caused 
some concern. Ground water was monitored from aqui­
fers underlying urban runoff d�tention basins on Long Is­
land, New York, and in Fresno, California. Monitoring data 
showed that heavy metals, organic priority pollutant�. pes­
ticides, and coliform bacteria were attenuated in the soil 
matrix and prevented from reaching the ground water. 
Street sweeping wa!? .evaluated at 5 of the 28 NURP 
projects to determine the effectiven�ss in reduci11g the 
accumulation of contaminants on streets. A statistical 
analysis of the data showed no significant reduction in the 
event mean concentration for lead, total S.\JSpended 
solids, or chemical .oxygen-demanding substances be­
tween swept and unswept streets for four of the sites. At 
one site with pronounced wet and dry seasons, sweeping 
just prior to the rainy season possibly reduced accumu­
lated pollutants and lessened the pollutant loa� washed 
off streets in runoff. The unit cost of operating a sweeper 
varied from $1 6.80 to $45.45 per hour of operation; and 
from $5.95 and $23.36 per curb mile swept. 
The two living filter approaches to urban runoff manage­
ment studied were grassy swales and wetlands. Grassy 
swales were studied in two NURP projects. At one project, 
monitoring data from three swales showed no effect in 
attenuating pollutants. At the second site, a carefully de­
signed artificial swale reduced heavy metal pollutants by 
approximately 50 percent. Chemical oxygen-demanding 
pollutants, nitrates, and ammonia were reduced about 25 
percent. These NURP resu lts suggest that grassy swales 
are a practical and potentially effective technique for man­
aging urban runoff if they are designed carefully. Wetlands 
are considered by many to be a promising technique for 
control of urban runoff water quality. One project moni­
tored a natural wetland, but the investigation was not ade­
quate to identify wetland characteristics or artificial wet­
land design specifications with performance capability. 
Objective Ill: Need for Another Construction 
Grants Program 
The third objective of the NURP study was to respond to a 
Congressional concern of whether urban runoff was sig­
nificant enough to mandate a stormwater treatment pro­
gram on the magnitude of the Construction Grants pro­
gram. 
An analysis of rainfall records for a wide distribution of 
locations across the United States showed that storm 
events that produce urban runoff only occur about 1 0  per­
cent of the time, even for the wetter parts of the country. 
Pollution from runoff is only a problem for a few hours per 
month, at intervals of every several days or longer, de­
pending on the season and geographic location. The 
NURP study concluded that urban runoff was not a high 
priority problem needing a construction grants approach 
because of the infrequency of storm events, the short 
duration of the individual storm events, and the relative 
harmlessness of runoff compared to other sources of wa­
ter pollution. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Since nonpoint source pollution is site-specific, a case-by­
case evaluation is needed to pinpoint problem areas and 
identify solutions. The screening model developed during 
the NURP study provides a tool for local planning agen­
cies to use with their own monitoring data to identify the 
most significant runoff problems. The monitoring data can 
be used with the model to simulate the effects of alterna­
tive strategies on the pollutant concentrations in the re­
ceiving waters. -Local governments can use this informa-
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tion to dev$1op urban nonpoint management strategies 
that are the most environmentaliy sound and cost-effec-
tive solutions to the site-specific problems. 
· 
The NUf.IP_project has precipitated a number of issu�s , 
and questions that warrant further investigation. Uncer­
tainties remain about the relationship between sources of 
pollutants, their fates, and downstream impacts. The po­
tential long-term cumulativ� effects of nutrients and toxic 
pollutants in the sediments or urban lakes and streams 
also warrantS further investigation. 
The NURP database, which is being put. into � more 
useable format contains a wealth of information that could 
pro�ide. insights to these uncertainties. Specific are<l,s of 
future investigation might include: 
• Is there a rel�tion�hip between the pH o{ rainfall, the 
pH of urban runoff, ana' the coricentrafions of certain pol­
lutants? What does this relatio!fhip tell us about acid pre­
ciJlitation? 
• What areJhe historical trends in pollutant concentra-
DATA AVAILABILITY AND NEEDS 
,tions between, basins at a !)iyen sit�. and ampng NURP · 
"sites,natjonwid�? ., . 
• Is there a relationship between lead levels in runoff 
and �onsumptl,pn of lead-free. gasoline? . 
• What are the long-t_erllJ effects pf p�iority pollutants 
that exceed acute and chronic freshwate�:_ criteria? 
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r--:....._ ___ ABSTRACT ------.. 
This paper discusses a newly developed data base for 
national quantitative assessments of the nonpoint source 
water pollution problem. A variety of methods have been 
used to integrate often disparate sources of information 
into a unified inventory of nonpoint sources. The type of 
quantitative information needed to locate and quantify 
nonpoint·source levels includes a wide variety of demo­
graphic, hydrologic, meteorologic, engineering, and field 
measurement data. A variety of benchmark years has 
been employed in the various sources of data. Lack of 
data for certain parameters requires the assumption of 
average values for very large regions. While it is desir­
able to integrate point and nonpoint sources of water pol­
lution into the same inventory, often this means conver­
sion of nonpoint source data using extremely simplified 
procedures. The type of information required and actually 
used for validation of the estimates contained in the RFF 
data base is discussed. Finally, suggestions are made for 
priorities in the future collection of data and information to 
make it possible to improve the accuracy of the esti­
mates. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Resources for the Future Environmental Discharge 
Inventory (REDI) describes the discharge of 17 pollutants 
and nonpoint sources throughout the United States: 5-clay 
biochemical oxygen demand, total suspended solids, total 
phosphorus, total Kjeldahl nitrogen, chemical oxygen de­
mand, lead, cadmium, chromium, copper, mercury, iron, 
arsenic, zinc, oil, PCB's, coliforms, and other chlorinated 
hydrocarbons. 
The data reflect average daily and average annual dis­
charge levels for a recent year, circa 19n -81. All records 
in the inventory are identified by county location, U.S. 
Geological Survey hydrologic unit location, and Standard 
Industrial Classification. Summaries are easily prepared 
at the national, State, Aggregated Subarea (ASA), USGS 
subbasin, and Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 
level. 
For point sources, these estimates are made for approx­
imately 40,000 individual plants-municipal sewage 
plants and industrial facilities. In addition, urban runoff 
records are included for all cities in the United State with 
more than 10,000 inhabitants. 
The data sources and methods used to make the point 
source and urban runoff discharge estimates have been 
fully described in a recent report to the USGS (Gianessi 
and Peskin, 1984). 
This paper focuses on the methods and data used to 
assemble the rural nonpoint source inventory developed 
as part of an ongoing project sponsored by the Water 
Resources Division of USGS, the Soil Conservation Serv­
ice of the U .S. Department of Agriculture, and the U.S. 
, Environmental Protection Agency. The data and results 
support several activities included in USD A's 1985 Re­
soure Conservation Act Report to Congress. 
SEDIMENT FROM RURAL LANDS 
The major part of our rural nonpoint source disch�rge 
inventory consists of records that estimate agricultural 
sediment and pollutants associated with sediment that 
reaches waterways. The basic data source is the 1982 
National Resource Inventory conducted by USDA (Soil 
Conservation Serv. 1984). The Inventory provides· esti­
, mates of gross soil erosion (in tons of soil lost per acre) at 
approximately 799,000 sample points throughout the 
United States by using the Universal Soil Loss Equation. 
The sample <lata were statistically extrapolated to cover all 
nonfederal land in each U.S. county, yielding a national 
estimate of gross soil erosion for nonfederal cropland 
acreage of 1.8 billion tons per year. We used the Inventory 
to compute county level estimates of gross soil erosion, 
according to rural land use (cropland, pasture, range, 
woodland) and according to soil texture (sand, loam, silt, 
clay). 
· · Our next step was to estimate the fraction of gross soil 
erosion that becomes sediment lost to waterways. For this 
purpose, USDA provided us sediment delivery curves that 
estimate the fraction of gross soil erosion that becomes 
sediment as a function of river basin drainage density and 
soil texture. The estimated sediment delivery ·ratios are 
higher for areas with more stream miles per unit of area 
and with finer soil particles such as clay. A comprehensive 
set of State drainage density estimates was provided by 
U.SDA, as derived from the Phase II, 19n National Re­
source Inventory (which was not repeated as part of the 
1982 Inventory). We assumed that all counties in a State 
have the same average drainage density as the State 
value. By using county estimates of gross soil erosion 
classified by soil texture, the county average drainage 
density values, and the USDA curves, we estimated sedi­
ment discharge to waterways by county and by rural agri­
cultural land use. 
For the Nation as a whole, we estimate that approxi­
mately 40 percent of the gross soil erosion on agricultural 
land becomes sediment lost to waterways. For nonfederal 
cropland, the national sediment loss estimate is 1.8 trillion 
pounds per year. Although these estimates may appear to 
be high, our concept of sediment delivery ratio differs from 
the definition widely used in ottier studies. Those studies 
define the ratio as the amount of sediment exitir:Jg from a 
basin as a fraction of the gross soil erosion occurring 
within the basin. Thus, deposition of soil in reservoirs and 
flood plains within the basin is not included in the ratio. 
Since our concept of the sediment delivery ratio includes 
all soil lost to waterways within a basin, our estimates will 
be higher. 
Our next problem was to estimate the amount of pollu­
tants associated with the sediment that moves into the 
waterways with the sediment. These pollutants include 
nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus), organics (which ac­
count for 5-clay biochemical oxygen demand) and individ­
ual heavy metals (such as lead, copper, chromium, and 
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zinc). For this task we used two sources of data that char­
acterize the average surface layer content of soils for Ma­
jor Land Resource Areas (MLRA's) throughout the United 
States. The USGS has sampled surface soils throughout 
the country, in a systematic program to determine the nor­
mal elemental composition of surface soil (Shacklette et 
al. 1 971 ). We overlaid maps of MLRA's onto the USGS 
survey maps and assigned each USGS sampling point to 
an MLRA !or chromium, lead, copper, zinc, and phos­
phorus. Once all the sampling points were assigned to 
MLRA's, the average fo'r each element in the MLRA was 
computed. 
The second source of data was the USDA series of 
individual State reports of Soil Survey .Laboratory Data. 
From this source we extracted the· fraction of organic car­
bon and organic nitrogen at each sample point along with 
the identiflcation of the MLRA where the soil survey was 
made. An· average carbon and nitrogen value was then 
computed for each MLRA and for each county within the 
MLRA. 
Several adjustments were made to the data to estimate 
ratios for pollutants attached to the sediment. We as­
signed an enrichment factor of 2 for phosphorus, organic 
nitrogen, and organic carbon, to estimate the higher con­
centrations expected in eroded ,.soil (Tubbs and Haith, 
1 980). We also estimated 5-day biochemical oxygen de­
mand as 0.1 times the soil organic matter content (Midw. 
Res. lnst. 1977). 
The estimates of sediment-related pollutant levels for 
the Nation are very large. For nonfederal cropl�nd, we 
estimate 8.2 billion pounds a year of BODs and 6.2 billion 
pounds a year of nitrogen are lost to waterways. In con­
trast, for all points sources in the United States, we esti­
mate 6.1 billion pounds a year of BODs and 2.5 billion 
pounds a year of nitrogen discharged to waterways. 
To complete the rural land sediment discharge inven­
tory, we made two other sets of estimates. First, we 
needed to make estimates for Federal lands since the 
1982 Inventory is limited to nonfederal lands only. This 
limitation could be significant, since some states (particu­
larly in the West) have sizable Federal land acreage. For 
example, two-thirds of Utah is federally owned. 
From the General Services Administration Inventory 
File of Property Owned by the Federal .Government (Gen. 
Serv. Admin. 1983), we estimated Federal rural land use 
acreage by county. We then assumed that the county �er­
acre gross� soil erosion and soil texture distribution esti­
mates derived from the 1 982 Inventory for nonfederal 
lands also applied to Federal lands in the county. Once we 
estimated the gross soil ,erosion for Federal lands. by 
county, we followed the same steps to estimate sediment 
loss and estimates of sediment-attached pollutants. 
We also estimated countywide seqiment loss and pollu­
tant estimates for other sources of erosion. These include 
streambanks, roadsides, gullies, and construction sites. 
Data on these sources were included as part of Phase II of 
the 19n Inventory and are readily available at the State 
level. Again, the estimates are quite large: 1 . 1 billion tons 
a year in gross soil erosion nationally. We prorated the 
State estimates back to counties in proportion to area. We 
also.extrapolated the estimates to include Federal lands in 
proportiorr to acreage. We arbitrarily assume that 67 'per­
cent of the gross soil erosion from these sources become 
sedimeflt and that pollutant concentration in the eroded 
soil is equal to 1 0 percent of the level for surface soil. After 
all these steps, the resulting nonpoint source· inventory 
includes estimates of sediment and ,associated· pollutant 
loss from cropland, rangeland, pastureland, woodland, 
streamban�s. gullies, road� and construction sites from 
both Federal and nonfederal lands for all 3 ,150 U.S. coun­
ties. 
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LIVESTOCK RUNOFF 
We have also estimated the quantities of pollutants dis­
charged in livestock runoff for all U .S. counties. To.do this 
we used the 1982 Census of Agricl!lture (U.S. Dep. 
Comm. 1984) to estimate the number of animals by spe­
cies on farms by county and multiplied the totals by USDA 
estimates of the quantity of waste voided by livestock and 
poultry species in terms of pounds per animal per year 
(Van Dyne and Gilbertson, 1 978). USDA has also esti­
mated for each State livestock waste loss· r�tes resulting 
from volatilization, runoff, and seepage (Van Dyne and 
Gilbertson, 1 978). By arbitrarily assuming that one-third of 
the Joss rate is attributable to runoff to surface waters, we 
estimate for each State (and each county in a State) the 
amount of livestock waste lost to waterways. For most 
States the estimated livestock runoff rate is 'as low as 0 to 
6 percent. 
We use pollutaht coefficients that describe the average 
characteristics of livestock runoff (Morton and Loehr, 
1 980) to estimate the amount of associated pollutants 
(such as organics and nutrients) carried into waterways. 
Although the aggr�gate quantities of pollutants in live­
stock runoff are not as large as the quantities associated 
with sediment, livestock runoff acc6unts for almost 100 
percent of the fecal coliforms discharged to waterways in 
rural areas. 
NUTRIENJ RUNOFF 
We used the Cornell Nutrient Simulation Model (Tubbs, 
1 980) to estimate annual loading of dissolved nitrogen and 
dissolved phosphorus to surface waterways ffotn crop­
land for the entire United States for nonsediment sources. 
This model estimates direct runoff, percolation, and 
evapotranspiration losses. It also estimates a monthly soil 
nutrie11t budget for N and P, as a function of fertilizer in­
puts, crop nutrient uptakes, and losses of dissolved N and 
P to runoff and percolation. In addition, transformation of 
plant nutrients from fixed to plant-available forms are esti­
mated according to soil and meteorologic conditions. 
Necessary input parameters for the Cornell model are 
separated into three categories: meteorologic inputs, soils 
data, and 'crop practice data. Meteorologic inputs are 
needed to operate the stochastic meteorologic model, and 
include average monthly precipitation, average number of 
days with precipitation by month, and average summer 
and annual air temperatures. These data were collected in 
central weather stations for each of 42 meteorolpgic re­
gions·. 
The Cornell model was applied for a 1 0-year simulation 
of unit loadings of runoff (cm/yr) and dissolved nitrogen 
and phosphorus losses (kg/ha/yr) for each modeled crop 
in each MLRA. The results for all MLR A's were averaged 
into Land Resource Regions (LRR's). 
Total harvested cropland acreage estimates were drawn 
from the 1982 Census of Agriculture for each modeled 
crop for all counties. Based on a counties MLRA assign­
ment, each county was assigned to a Land Resource Re­
gion. By multiplying a county's crop acreage estimates by 
the appropriate LRR loading coefficients, annual runoff 
and loads of phosphorus and nitrogen runoff were esti­
mated by crop. By summing across crops, estimates are 
made of countywide dissolved nutrient runoff losses from 
cropland. 
The nation�! totals for nitrogen and phosphorus dis­
solved in overlan� runoff are not large compared to the 
amounts of' nitrogen and phosphorus attached to sedi­
ment reaching' waterways. However, it is often suggested 
that the dissolved nutrients are a!most entirely available 
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for plant growth while the sediment-associated nutrients 
are not so readily available. 
PESTICIDE RUNOFF 
We have assembled a county-based file of annual pesti­
cide usage estimates by crop for 1 84 individual widely 
used substances. It was necessary to develop the usage 
data to estimate the quantities of pesticides lost to water­
ways. All chemicals on the EPA list for the National 
Ground Water Survey and the California Priority Pollutant 
List are included in the inventory. 
The county pesticide usage. file was derived from a 
number of State and national usage files. The Economic 
Research Service of USDA (ERS) surveyed the annual 
amounts of individual substances used in 1 982 on 1 3  ma­
jor crops in 33 State�. These crops include corn, cotton, 
rice, and wheat (Duffy, 1 983). ERS has also compiled na­
tional estimates of individual substances used in growing 
potatoes, vegetables, fruits and citrus products (Fergu­
son, in prep.). Since the State of California was excluded 
from the ERS surveys, we obtained a separate study from 
California in which the annual quantities of pesticides ap­
plied by crop are estimated (State Calif. 1981 ). 
Our computerized inventory covers all of the ERS and 
California usage estimates with the exception of minor 
substances, banned substances, and solvents. The esti­
mates are by crop and by substance, either at the national 
or individual State level. 
We used the 1982 Census of Agriculture to estimate 
cropland acreage at the State or national level to compute 
pesticide application rate coefficients in terms of pounds 
per acre per year. For States not included in the ERS 
survey, we assigned pesticide usage coefficients from 
neighboring States. For crops not covered in the ERS 
surveys, we assigned coefficients to States from the coef­
ficients derived for the State of California. In this manner, 
we derived a comprehensive set of crop application rate' 
coefficients for all States (or at the national level) for all 
crops. Using the 1982 Census of Agriculture data on 
county cropland acreage, we then estimated annual pesti­
cide application amounts by crop and by county for the 
184 substances in the inventory for all crops. 
In addition to the cropland pesticide application esti­
mates, we have also estimated the amount of pesticides 
applied to urban lawns and nurseries by county. The start­
ing point for these sets of estimates was the national sur­
vey prepared for EPA's Office of Pesticide Programs, in 
which annual pesticide application amounts were esti­
mated at the national level for urban lawns and nurseries 
(Res. Triangle lnst. 1 984a, 1 984b). By dividing these na­
tional usage estimates by national estimates of the num­
ber of single unit housing structures and by the number of 
nurseries, we computed per unit pesticide application 
rates for urban lawns and nurseries, respectively. We ob­
tained county by county estimates of the number of single 
unit housing structures and the number of nurseries from 
the Census of Housing, (U.S. Dep. Comm. 1 977) and the 
Census of Agriculture (U.S. Dep. Comm. 1 982), respec­
tively. These data allowed us to estimate pesticide applica­
tion amounts by county for nurseries and housing units for 
individual pesticides. As a result, the pesticide inventory 
includes, by county, annual application estimates for 184 
substances applied to individual crops, housing units, and 
nurseries. 
The purpose in developing the pesticide application es­
timates was to estimate the amount of pesticides that 
reaches waterways. Don Wauchope of Agricultural Re­
search Service has classified each of the 1 84 substances 
according to a runoff potential classification which esti­
mates annual losses as a percent of amount applied. The 
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loss rate varies from .5 percent to 3 percent (Wauchope, 
1978). By multiplying the annual application amount esti­
mate by the annual loss percent estimates, we estimate 
the amount of pesticides that reach waterways. 
SUMMARY 
The RFF Environmental Data Inventory is unique as an 
information source for nonpoint source policy assess­
ments. It is the only national data base in which discharge 
estimates are made for both point and nonpoint sources 
for all U.S. counties. The same suite of 17  pollutants is 
accounted for comprehensively for both point and non­
point sources. The data base allows comparisons to be 
made between States, water resource regions, counties, 
and by discharge category. EPA in a recent report to Con­
gress used an earlier version of the data base to show 
States with a preponderant share of pollutant discharge 
from nonpoint sources (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1 984). 
The uniqueness of the inventory poses some con­
straints, however. Only small parts of the inventory can be 
compared to other regional data: sets for verification pur­
poses. Otten such comparisons can be made for particu­
lar regions, industries, or pollutants. 
Clearly many of the simplifying assumptions and meth­
ods we have used are much les!j sophisticated than those 
found in the many micro models being applied in small 
watersheds. Therefore, we do not advocate using our 
methods in doing small regional studies. On the other 
hand, we have found very few of the micro models that 
can be applied for very large regions, even for a single. 
county. Large regional studies (such as those performed 
for 208 agencies) often employ methqds similar to ours to 
make discharge estimates. 
We intend to maintain and improve the inventory. One 
reason we try to be explicit in stating our simplifying as­
sumptions is to elicit help, and perhaps data, from other 
researchers. We welcome any improvements to our esti­
mates. 
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